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!BSTRACT
6ERTICAL STACKING OF ATOMICALLY THIN LAYERED MATERIALS OPENS NEW POSSIBILITIES FOR THE FABRICATION OF
HETEROSTRUCTURES WITH FAVORABLE OPTOELECTRONIC PROPERTIES 4HE COMBINATION OF GRAPHENE
HEXAGONAL BORON NITRIDE AND SEMICONDUCTING TRANSITION METAL DICHALCOGENIDES ALLOWS FABRICATION
OF ELECTROLUMINESCENCE %,	 DEVICES COMPATIBLE WITH A WIDE RANGE OF SUBSTRATES (ERE WE
DEMONSTRATE A FULL INTEGRATION OF AN ELECTROLUMINESCENT VAN DER 7AALS HETEROSTRUCTURE IN A
MONOLITHIC OPTICAL MICROCAVITY MADE OF TWO HIGH REFLECTIVITY DIELECTRIC DISTRIBUTED "RAGG REFLECTORS
$"2S	 /WING TO THE PRESENCE OF GRAPHENE AND HEXAGONAL BORON NITRIDE PROTECTING THE 73E
DURING THE TOP MIRROR DEPOSITION WE FULLY PRESERVE THE OPTOELECTRONIC BEHAVIOUR OF THE DEVICE 4WO
BRIGHT CAVITY MODES APPEAR IN THE %, SPECTRUM FEATURING 1FACTORS OF  AND  RESPECTIVELY THE
FIRST IS ATTRIBUTED DIRECTLY TO THE MONOLAYER AREA WHILE THE SECOND IS ASCRIBED TO THE PORTION OF
EMISSION GUIDED OUTSIDE THE 73E ISLAND "Y EMBEDDING THE %, DEVICE INSIDE THE MICROCAVITY
STRUCTURE A SIGNIFICANT MODIFICATION OF THE DIRECTIONALITY OF THE EMITTED LIGHT IS ACHIEVED WITH THE
PEAK INTENSITY INCREASING BY NEARLY TWO ORDERS OF MAGNITUDE AT THE ANGLE OF THE MAXIMUM EMISSION
COMPARED WITH THE SAME %, DEVICE WITHOUT THE TOP $"2 &URTHERMORE THE COUPLING OF THE 73E
%, TO THE CAVITY MODE WITH A DISPERSION ALLOWS A TUNING OF THE PEAK EMISSION WAVELENGTH EXCEEDING
 NM  ME6	 BY VARYING THE ANGLE AT WHICH THE %, IS OBSERVED FROM THE MICROCAVITY 4HIS WORK
PROVIDES A ROUTE FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF COMPACT VERTICALCAVITY SURFACEEMITTING DEVICES BASED ON
VAN DER 7AALS HETEROSTRUCTURES
 )NTRODUCTION
4HE FABRICATION OF HETEROSTRUCTURES MADE OF ATOM
ICALLY THIN LAYERS OF TWODIMENSIONAL $	 MATERI
ALS ENABLES THE DEVELOPMENT OF NOVEL OPTOELECTRONIC
DEVICES WITH A WIDE RANGE OF PROPERTIES DEPEND
ENT ON THE COMBINATIONS OF THE LAYERS IN THE STACK
;n= 3UCH LAYERS ARE HELD IN PLACE BY VAN DER 7AALS
FORCES WHICH ALLOW A VARIETY OF $ MATERIALS WITH
DIFFERENT LATTICE CONSTANTS AND CRYSTAL AXES ORIENT
ATIONS TO BE COMBINED AD HOC;= 3EMICONDUCTING
TRANSITION METAL DICHALCOGENIDE 4-$	 MONOLAYERS
PLAY A FUNDAMENTAL ROLE IN SUCH DEVICES OWING TO
THEIR ATTRACTIVE OPTICAL PROPERTIES;n= 4-$S EXPER
IENCE AN INDIRECTTODIRECT BANDGAP TRANSITION AS THE
MATERIAL IS THINNED TO A MONOLAYER;= AND EXHIBIT
EXCITONS STABLE AT ROOM TEMPERATURE ; = WITH HIGH
BINDING ENERGIES AND LARGE OSCILLATOR STRENGTHS ;=
4HESE PROPERTIES HAVE BEEN ALREADY UTILIZED IN ELECTRO
LUMINESCENCE %,	 DEVICES ;n= MOST COMMONLY
EMPLOYING A DESIGN BASED ON ATOMICALLY THIN LAYERS OF
4-$S AS THE LIGHT EMITTING MATERIAL CLAD BY INSULAT
ING HEXAGONAL BORON NITRIDE AND GRAPHENE ELECTRODES
; =
Ç  4HE !UTHORS	 0UBLISHED BY )/0 0UBLISHING ,TD
$ -ATER  	 
4HE OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF AN ELECTROLUMINESCENT
DEVICE CAN BE ADDITIONALLY TAILORED BY INSERTING THE
STRUCTURES IN AN OPTICAL MICROCAVITY THUS STRONGLY
MODIFYING THE SPECTRAL AND DIRECTIONAL PROPERTIES OF
ITS EMISSION AS WELL AS THE OPTICAL GAIN ;= 4HIS
APPROACH IS WIDELY USED IN OPTOELECTRONICS AND IS
FUNDAMENTAL FOR COMPACT VERTICAL CAVITY SURFACE EMIT
TING LASERS 6#3%,S	 WHERE AN ACTIVE MEDIUM AN
ELECTRICALLY PUMPED SEMICONDUCTOR QUANTUM WELL IS
PLACED BETWEEN TWO HIGH REFLECTIVITY MIRRORS; =
! NARROW SPECTRAL LINEWIDTH AND A HIGH DEGREE
OF ANGULAR DIRECTIONALITY OF AN ELECTROLUMINESCENT
MICROCAVITY ARE ALSO IMPORTANT FOR TELECOMMUNICA
TIONS APPLICATIONS;= 3O FAR THE COUPLING OF 4-$
MONOLAYERS TO OPTICAL CAVITIES OF VARIOUS DESIGNS
HAS BEEN EXPLOITED TO STUDY PHOTOLUMINESCENCE 0,	
ENHANCEMENT AND THE 0URCELL EFFECT;n= TO OBTAIN
LASING;n= AND TO REACH THE REGIME OF THE STRONG
LIGHTnMATTER INTERACTION;n= ! FIRST DEMONSTRA
TION OF A 4-$ MONOLAYERBASED ELECTROLUMINES
CENT DEVICE COUPLED TO AN OPTICAL RESONATOR WAS
SHOWN BY EMPLOYING A MECHANICALLY TRANSFERRED ,
PHOTONIC CRYSTAL CAVITY 0#	 MADE OF 'A0 ONTOP
OF A GRAPHENEH".73EH".GRAPHENE ,%$ ! 1
FACTOR BELOW  AND A TIMES INCREASE OF %,
PEAK INTENSITY COMPARED TO THE SAME UNCOUPLED
DEVICE HAVE BEEN REPORTED FOR THIS STRUCTURE;= 6ERY
RECENTLY AN ELECTROLUMINESCENT PLANAR MICROCAVITY
MADE OF A STACK OF SEVERAL 73 LAYERS SANDWICHED
BETWEEN A DISTRIBUTED "RAGG REFLECTOR $"2	 AND A
SILVER MIRROR HAS BEEN REPORTED SHOWING EVIDENCES
OF STRONG LIGHTMATTER COUPLING AT ROOM TEMPERATURE
.EVERTHELESS DUE TO THE STRONG OPTICAL DISSIPATION OF
THE METAL MIRROR A BARE CAVITY MODE LINEWIDTH OF 
ME6 HAS BEEN MEASURED LEADING TO A RELATIVELY LOW 1
VALUE OF ABOUT ;=
(ERE WE DEMONSTRATE A NOVEL ELECTROLU
MINESCENT MICROCAVITY DEVICE BY EMBEDDING
A VAN DER 7AALS HETEROSTRUCTURE OF THE FORM
H".GRAPHENEH".73EH".GRAPHENE BETWEEN
TWO HIGH REFLECTIVITY DIELECTRIC $"2S )N ORDER TO SHOW
THE FULL FUNCTIONALITY OF THE DEVICES WE DIRECTLY COM
PARE THE %, BEHAVIOUR OF THE HETEROSTRUCTURES PLACED
ON A $"2 A @HALFCAVITY CONFIGURATION	 WITH THOSE
ENCLOSED IN THE FULL MONOLITHIC CAVITY WITH THE TOP
MIRROR DEPOSITED AFTER FABRICATION OF THE %, DEVICE
A @FULLCAVITY CONFIGURATION	 .O DEGRADATION OF THE
OPTICAL OR ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES AFTER THE DEPOSITION OF
THE TOP $"2 HAS BEEN OBSERVED WHICH WE EXPLAIN BY
THE PROTECTIVE ROLE OF THE GRAPHENE AND H". LAYERS
7E SHOW THAT %, EXCITES SEVERAL MICROCAVITY MODES
ARISING FROM TO THE FINITE AND RELATIVELY SMALL	 DIMEN
SIONS OF THE HETEROSTRUCTURE 4HE TWOMAIN MODES ARE
ATTRIBUTED RESPECTIVELY TO AREAS WITHIN THE MONOLAYER
EDGES AND TO THE PORTION OF EMISSION GUIDED OUTSIDE
THE73E ISLAND /WING TO THE USE OF LOSSLESS DIELECTRIC
MIRRORS THE LATTER SHOWED A NARROW LINEWIDTH OF 
NM RESULTING IN A REMARKABLY HIGH 1 FACTOR OF 
4HE CAVITY MODE DIRECTLY ASCRIBED TO THE MONOLAYER
EMITTING REGION IS ALSO ABOUT ONE ORDER OF MAGNITUDE
NARROWER THAN THE BARE 73E %, EMISSION SPECTRUM
FEATURING A 1FACTOR OF ABOUT  HIGHER THAN THE
PREVIOUSLY REPORTED ELECTROLUMINESCENT MICROCAVITY
DEVICES EMPLOYING 4-$S 7E SHOW STRONG CHANGES
IN THE ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF THE LIGHT EMITTED BY
THE MONOLITHIC CAVITY RESULTING IN A HIGHLY DIRECTIONAL
%, 7E OBSERVE AN %, PEAK INTENSITY ENHANCEMENT
OF ABOUT TWO ORDERS OF MAGNITUDE AT THE ANGLE OF THE
MAXIMUM EMISSION COMPARED WITH THE DEVICES IN THE
HALFCAVITY CONFIGURATION 4HE MICROCAVITY %, PEAK
CAN BE TUNED BY UP TO  NM OR FOR  ME6 FROM
 E6 TO  E6	 BY CHANGING THE ANGLE OF COL
LECTION OF THE EMITTED LIGHT "Y VARYING THE OPERATION
TEMPERATURE OF THE DEVICE THE ANGLE AT WHICH THEMAX
IMUM INTENSITY IS OBSERVED CAN ALSO BE TUNED 4HIS
WORK SHOWS THAT THE FABRICATION OFMONOLITHIC CAVITIES
COMPRISING ATOMICALLY THIN VAN DER 7AALS ELECTROLU
MINESCENT STRUCTURES IS FEASIBLE OPENING NEW AVENUES
FOR STUDIES OF LIGHTnMATTER INTERACTION IN $MATERIALS
UNDER ELECTRICAL EXCITATION AND FOR THE DEVELOPMENT
OF NOVEL 4-$BASED OPTOELECTRONIC DEVICES
 2ESULTS AND DISCUSSION
7E USE 'RH".4-$H".'R HETEROSTRUCTURES FOR
OUR %, DEVICES 'R DENOTES SINGLELAYER GRAPHENE	
%ACH DEVICE IS ASSEMBLED ON A THIN H". LAYER PLACED
ON THE BOTTOM $"2 'RAPHENE LAYERS ARE USED AS
HIGHLY TRANSPARENT ELECTRODES WHICH ALLOW ELECTRIC
CARRIER INJECTION THROUGH THE H". TUNNEL BARRIERS
73E MONOLAYER IS THE LIGHTEMITTING MATERIAL FORM
ING A QUANTUMWELLLIKE STRUCTURE BETWEEN THE H".
BARRIERS ! SCHEMATIC OF THE HETEROSTRUCTURE IS SHOWN
IN FIGURE A	 4HE BANDSTRUCTURE OF THE DEVICE
IN FIGURE B	 IS SHOWN FOR ZERO BIAS BETWEEN THE
GRAPHENE CONTACTS LEFT	 AND AT THE %, ONSET VOLTAGE
RIGHT	 !S THE BIAS VOLTAGE IS INCREASED THE $IRAC
POINTS OF THE GRAPHENE CONTACTS SHIFT TOWARDS THE
BANDEDGES OF THE 73E MONOLAYER !T A VOLTAGE
WHERE THE QUASI&ERMI LEVEL FROM ONE GRAPHENE CON
TACT EXCEEDS THE MINIMUM OF THE CONDUCTION BAND
OF THE 4-$ ELECTRON INJECTION INTO THE ACTIVE REGION
OCCURS "Y INCREASING THE BIAS FURTHER THE QUASI&ERMI
LEVEL OF THE SECOND GRAPHENE CONTACT SHIFTS BELOW
THE MAXIMUM OF THE VALENCE BAND WHICH LEADS TO
HOLE INJECTION 4HE ELECTRONS AND HOLES TUNNELING
THROUGH THE TOP AND BOTTOM BARRIERS RESPECTIVELY
FORM EXCITONS IN THE 73E FILM THAT RECOMBINE AND
GIVE RISE TO PHOTON EMISSION; = )N THE DEVICES
INVESTIGATED IN OUR WORK THE %, ONSET IS USUALLY
OBSERVED AT THE BIAS 6B≈ 6 ;= !N OPTICAL IMAGE
OF THE DEVICE BEFORE DEPOSITION OF THE TOP DIELECTRIC
MIRROR IS SHOWN IN FIGURE C	 4HE DASHED LINES HIGH
LIGHT THE AREA WHERE %, IS OBSERVED CORRESPONDING TO
THE POSITION WHERE ALL INDIVIDUAL ATOMICALLY THIN LAY
ERS CONSTITUTING THE HETEROSTRUCTURE OVERLAP
7E MEASURE THE SAME %, DEVICES IN HALF AND
FULLCAVITY CONFIGURATIONS BY FIRSTLY CHARACTERIZING THE

$ -ATER  	 
&IGURE  73E %, DEVICES EMBEDDED INMONOLITHIC MICROCAVITIES A	 3CHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE HETEROSTRUCTURE CONSTITUTING THE
%, DEVICE B	 %LECTRONIC BANDSTRUCTURE OF THE %, DEVICE AT ZERO BIAS VOLTAGE LEFT	 AND AT THE BIAS CORRESPONDING TO THE %, ONSET
RIGHT	 C	 /PTICAL IMAGE OF THE %, DEVICE PRIOR TO DEPOSITION OF THE TOP $"2 4HE AREA IN WHICH %, IS OBSERVED PURPLE	 IS
MARKED WITH THE DASHED LINE !LL CONSTITUTING LAYERS OF THE VAN DER 7AALS STRUCTURE ARE LABELED D	 4HE TOP PANEL SHOWS A
SCHEMATIC OF THE MONOLITHIC MICROCAVITY WITH AN %, DEVICE EMBEDDED BETWEEN THE TWO $"2S 4HE LOWER PANELS SHOW A BRIGHT
FIELD SCANNING TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY "& 34%-	 IMAGE AND A SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY 3%-	 IMAGE OF THE
CROSSSECTION ONE OF THE MONOLITHIC MICROCAVITY %, DEVICES USED IN THIS STUDY !LTERNATING DIELECTRICS IN THE $"2S ARE VISIBLE AS
WELL AS THE LAYER DISTORTIONS DUE TO THE GOLD CONTACTS 4HE POSITION OF THE %, DEVICE IS MARKED BY THE RED LINE 3CALE BARS CORRESPOND
TO  µM E	 (IGH RESOLUTION IMAGES OF THE %, DEVICE MEASURED AT THE SAME POSITION &ROM TOP TO BOTTOM 34%- "& 34%- HIGH
ANGLE ANNULAR DARK FIELD (!!$&	 ELECTRON ENERGY LOSS SPECTROSCOPY %%,3	 CHEMICAL MAP HIGHLIGHTING POSITIONS OF NITROGEN AND
SELENIUM ATOMS 3CALE BARS CORRESPOND TO  NM F	 3CHEMATIC OF THE OPTICAL SETUP USED FOR THE ANGLERESOLVED MEASUREMENTS SEE
TEXT FOR DETAILS	 G	 )6 PLOT BEFORE BLACK LINES	 AND AFTER RED LINES	 THE $"2 DEPOSITION SHOWING ABSENCE OF DEGRADATION OF THE
%, DEVICE
STRUCTURES PLACED ON A PLANAR$"2BEFORE THE TOP$"2
IS DEPOSITED USING AN ELECTRON BEAM EVAPORATION TECH
NIQUE 4HE SCHEMATIC OF THE %, DEVICE EMBEDDED IN
THE MICROCAVITY IS SHOWN AT THE TOP OF FIGURE D	
4HE LIGHTEMITTING DEVICE IS TRANSFERRED ONTO A DIELEC
TRIC MIRROR A $"2 CONSISTING OF  PAIRS OF QUARTER
WAVELENGTH .B/3I/ LAYERS DESIGNED FOR A CENTRAL
WAVELENGTH OF  NM 7E USED .B/ AND 3I/ LAY
ERS WITH THICKNESSES OF  AND  NM AND REFRACT
IVE INDEXES OF  AND  RESPECTIVELY 4HE MIR
ROR GROWN ON SILICA AT  ◦# USING AN IONASSISTED
ELECTRON BEAM DEPOSITION HAS A HIGH REFLECTIVITY OF
MORE THAN  AT THIS WAVELENGTH AND ALSO PROVIDES A
BROAD STOPBAND OF  NM SEE 3UPPORTING )NFORM
ATION	 !N IDENTICAL $"2 WITH AN INVERSE STRUCTURE
3I/.B/	 WAS FABRICATED ON TOP OF THE %, DEVICE
(OWEVER IT WAS MADE AT A LOWER TEMPERATURE OF
 ◦# AND WITHOUT IONASSISTED DEPOSITION FOR THE
FIRST  NM 4HE RESULTANT λ MICROCAVITY HAS THE
%, DEVICE SITUATED IN THE CENTER AT THE ELECTRIC FIELD
ANTINODE #ROSSSECTIONAL BRIGHT FIELD SCANNING TRANS
MISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY "& 34%-	 AND SCAN
NING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY 3%-	 IMAGES OBTAINED ON
ONE OF THE DEVICES EMBEDDED IN THE MICROCAVITY ARE
SHOWN IN THE BOTTOM PART OF FIGURE D	 4HE ALTERN
ATING LAYERS OF .B/ AND 3I/ ARE CLEARLY VISIBLE )T
IS ALSO OBSERVED THAT THE THICKNESS OF THE GOLD CON
TACTS AT THE SIDES OF THE DEVICE IS COMPARABLE WITH
THOSE OF THE λ LAYERS WHICH LEADS TO DISTORTION OF
THE $"2 STACK AT THE DEVICE EDGES SEE 3UPPORTING
)NFORMATION FOR MORE DETAILED IMAGES	 4HE POSI
TION OF THE %, DEVICE IS MARKED WITH THE RED LINE IN
FIGURE D	 &IGURE E	 DISPLAYS HIGH MAGNIFICATION
CROSSSECTIONAL 34%- IMAGES IN "RIGHT &IELD "& AND
IN (IGH !NGLE !NNULAR $ARK &IELD (!!$&	 CLEARLY
SHOWING THE73EMONOLAYER ENCAPSULATED IN FEW LAY
ERS OF H". 4HE 73E IS THE DARK BRIGHT	 LAYER IN
THE "& (!!$&	 IMAGE 4HE CHEMICAL MAP OBTAINED
USING THE ELECTRON ENERGY LOSS SPECTROSCOPY %%,3	
SHOWN IN FIGURE E	 CONFIRMS THAT THE 73E MONO
LAYER IS ENCLOSED IN H". 0RINCIPAL COMPONENT ANA
LYSIS WAS USED TO IMPROVE THE SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO IN
THE SPECTRA COMPRISING THE %%,3MAP &URTHER IMAGES
AND MAPS ARE GIVEN IN THE 3UPPORTING )NFORMATION
4HE HALFCAVITY DEVICES WEREMEASURED IN AMICRO
ELECTROLUMINESCENCE MICRO%,	 SETUP WHERE LIGHT IS
COLLECTED THROUGH A LENS HAVING NUMERICAL APERTURE
.! OF  ! SCHEMATIC OF ANOTHER OPTICAL SETUP
USED FOR THE ANGLERESOLVEDMEASUREMENTS ON THE FULL
CAVITY DEVICES IS SHOWN IN FIGURE F	 4HE %, DEVICE
IS PLACED IN A LIQUIDHELIUM FLOW CRYOSTAT THAT ALLOWS
EXPERIMENTS AT TEMPERATURES FROM  TO  + !

$ -ATER  	 
&IGURE  /PTICAL PROPERTIES OF %, DEVICES A	 .ORMALIZED %, SPECTRA MEASURED AT 4=  + AT A CURRENT )= µ! BEFORE BLUE	
AND AFTER PURPLE	 DEPOSITION OF THE TOP $"2 4HE %, IN THE FULLCAVITY IS MEASURED AT θ= ◦  ! TRANSMISSION SPECTRUM OF THE
MICROCAVITY MEASURED OUTSIDE THE HETEROSTRUCTURE AT 4 =  + AT ◦ IS SHOWN IN RED 8 AND 8− MARK THE PEAKS OF THE NEUTRAL
EXCITON AND TRION IN THE HALFCAVITY %, SPECTRUM RESPECTIVELY - AND - DENOTE THE CAVITY MODES EXCITED OFF AND ON THE %,
DEVICE RESPECTIVELY SEE TEXT	 0$ IS THE BROAD FEATURE CORRESPONDING TO THE PHOTONIC DEFECTS FORMED BY THE $"2 DISTORTIONS
AROUND THE CONTACTS B	 #ONTOUR PLOT SHOWING THE ANGLEDEPENDENCE OF %, MEASURED FOR 4 =  + AND ) = µ! IN A FULLCAVITY
STRUCTURE C	 !NGLEDEPENDENT TRANSMISSION SPECTRA OF THE FULLCAVITY STRUCTURE MEASURED OUTSIDE THE AREA OF THE %, DEVICE D	
4HE PEAK POSITIONS OF THE MAIN FEATURES OBSERVED IN A	 AND B	 CAN BE FITTED BY TWO PARABOLAS CORRESPONDING TO THE DISPERSIONS
OF THE CAVITY MODES - SQUARES	 AND - CIRCLES	 .O DEPENDENCE OF THE PEAK ENERGY ON THE ANGLE IS OBSERVED FOR THE 0$ FEATURE
TRIANGLES	
GONIOMETER IS USED TO ROTATE THE SIGNAL COLLECTION PATH
OF THE SETUP IN ORDER TO MEASURE LIGHT EMITTED BY OR
TRANSMITTED THROUGH THE SAMPLE AT DIFFERENT ANGLES
θ RANGING FROM ◦ TO ±◦  )N THIS CONFIGURATION IT
IS POSSIBLE TO CARRY OUT MICROTRANSMISSION MEASURE
MENTS WHERE THE EXCITATION WITH WHITE LIGHT IS FOCUSED
ON THE SAMPLE THROUGH A MICROSCOPE OBJECTIVE FROM
ONE SIDE OF THE SAMPLE AND THE SIGNAL IS MEASURED
FROM THE OTHER SIDE WITH A REQUIRED ANGULAR RESOL
UTION 7E ALSO USE THIS SETUP TO MEASURE %, WITH
HIGH ANGULAR RESOLUTION )N THEMEASUREMENTS PRESEN
TED BELOW WE DETECT LIGHT THROUGH AN APERTURE COR
RESPONDING TO A  DEGREE SPAN AND THEREFORE RES
ULTING IN .! =  4RANSMISSION MEASUREMENTS
USING WHITE LIGHT ALSO ALLOW CHARACTERIZATION OF THE
MICROCAVITY IN AREAS AWAY FROM THE %, DEVICE
!S DEMONSTRATED IN FIGURE G	 RIGHT PANEL	
WHERE THE CURRENT THROUGH THE DEVICE VERSUS THE
APPLIED BIAS IS PLOTTED THE ELECTRICAL FUNCTIONALITY OF
THE DEVICE IS VERY SIMILAR IN THE FULL AND HALFCAVITY
CONFIGURATIONS OWING TO THE PROTECTIVE LAYERS OF
GRAPHENE AND H". WHICH MOST LIKELY PREVENTED THE
DAMAGE OF 73E DURING THE TOP $"2 DEPOSITION &IG
URE A	 SHOWS NORMALIZED %, SPECTRA AT TEMPERAT
URE OF  + IN BOTH MIRROR CONFIGURATIONS TOGETHER
WITH THE TRANSMISSION SPECTRUM OF THE CAVITY MEAS
URED OUTSIDE THE HETEROSTRUCTURE )N THE HALFCAVITY
DEVICE BLUE LINE	 THE %, SPECTRUM CONSISTS OF TWO
BROAD PEAKS CORRESPONDING TO THE NEUTRAL EXCITON
8  E6	 AND TRION 8−  E6	 ; = %,
SPECTRUM FOR THE FULL CAVITY MEASURED AT ◦ TO NOR
MAL INCIDENCE SHOWS A MORE COMPLEX PATTERN PURPLE
LINE	 4HE DOMINANT FEATURE IS A PRONOUNCED NARROW
PEAK AT  ME6 LABELED - 4HIS PEAK COINCIDES
WITH THE MICROCAVITY MODE MEASURED IN WHITE LIGHT
TRANSMISSION RED LINE	 THROUGH THE CAVITY OUTSIDE
THE HETEROSTRUCTURE !DDITIONAL FEATURES ARE OBSERVED
IN THE %, SPECTRUM AT LOWER ENERGIES OF AROUND
 AND  ME6 WHICH CAN BE ASSIGNED RESPECT
IVELY TO ANOTHER CAVITY MODE AND A PHOTONIC DEFECT
- AND 0$	 AS DEMONSTRATED IN THE FOLLOWING
SECTION

$ -ATER  	 
)N ORDER TO CONFIRM THE ORIGIN OF THE SPECTRAL FEA
TURES OF THE FULLCAVITY DEVICE WE CARRIED OUT ANGLE
DEPENDENT %, MEASUREMENTS SHOWN IN FIGURE B	
4HE DISPERSIONS OF - FROM  E6 TO  E6 AND
- FROM  E6 TO  E6 ARE CLEARLY VISIBLE IN
FIGURE B	 WHERE THE COLLECTION ANGLE θ IS INCREASED
FROM ◦ TO ◦  4HE PEAK POSITIONS OF - - AND
0$ PEAKS ARE PLOTTED IN FIGURE D	 "OTH- AND-
FOLLOW THE EXPECTED PARABOLIC DISPERSION TYPICAL FOR A
PLANAR MICROCAVITY ;=
7E EXPLAIN THE OCCURRENCE OF THE TWO PRONOUNCED
PARABOLIC MODES BY THE LOCAL CHANGE OF THE OPTICAL
CAVITY LENGTH AT THE POSITION OF THE %, DEVICE LEADING
TO FORMATION OF- 4HE PERFECTMATCH OF THE-PEAK
DISPERSION WITH THE CAVITY MODE DISPERSION OUTSIDE
THE DEVICE MEASURED IN TRANSMISSION FIGURE C		
REVEALS THE ORIGIN OF THIS MODE WHICH IS EXCITED
BECAUSE OF A SOCALLED @WALKOFF  OF THE LIGHT EMITTED
FROM THE 73E 4HIS IS COMMON IN MICROCAVITIES IF
THE MIRRORS ARE NOT PERFECTLY PARALLEL ;= OR IN THE
PRESENCE OF SCATTERING WHICH IN THIS CASE IS PROBABLY
OCCURRING AT THE FLAKE EDGES AND AT THE GOLD CONTACTS
4HE THICKNESS OF THE %, DEVICE IN OUR CASE IS≈ NM
4HE OBSERVED ENERGY SEPARATION BETWEEN - AND -
OF  ME6 CAN BE ACCOUNTED FOR BY THE CHANGE IN THE
CAVITY THICKNESS IF WE ASSUME AN EFFECTIVE REFRACTIVE
INDEX OF  FOR THE %, DEVICE A REASONABLE AVERAGE
VALUE BETWEEN THOSE OF H". AND73E 4HE LINEWIDTH
OF THE PRINCIPAL CAVITY MODE - MEASURED BOTH IN
TRANSMISSION AND IN %, IS  NM CORRESPONDING TO
A HIGH 1FACTOR OF  - IS SLIGHTLY BROADER THAN
- SHOWING A 1FACTOR OF ≈ WHEN MEASURED AT
◦  4HIS BROADENING IS LIKELY TO BE RELATED TO THE PRES
ENCE OF GRAPHENE AND 73E ITSELF WHOSE ABSORPTION
AFFECTS THE 1FACTOR OF THE CAVITY ;= 4HE FACT THAT
- IS EXCITED OUTSIDE THE DEVICE IS BENEFICIAL FOR ITS
1FACTOR SINCE IT AVOIDS THE ABSORPTION LOSSES DUE TO
THE GRAPHENE ELECTRODES AND73E .OTE THAT FOR LARGE
θ THE PARABOLIC DISPERSIONS SHOWN IN FIGURE BD	
FOR - AND - ARE STEEPER AND THEREFORE A LARGER
ENERGY RANGE IS MEASURED WITHIN THE SAME ANGULAR
SPAN OF  DEGREES 4HIS EXPLAINS THE BROADENING
OF THE DISPERSIVE CAVITY MODES AT LARGER COLLECTION
ANGLES
4HE ANGLERESOLVED MEASUREMENTS IN FIGURE B	
ALSO REVEAL THAT THE 0$ PEAK POSITION DOES NOT DEPEND
ON THE ANGLE 4HIS @PHOTONIC DEFECT CAVITY MODE POS
SIBLY OCCURS DUE TO THE CAVITY DISTORTIONS AROUND
THE CONTACTS OBSERVED IN FIGURE D	 WHICH FORMS
@ZERODIMENSIONAL MODES EXHIBITING NO DISPERSION
; = 0HOTONIC DEFECTS IN THE MICROCAVITY PRESENT
DUE TO THE DISCONTINUITY OF $"2 GROWTH AROUND THE
GOLD CONTACTS SHOULD RESULT IN QUANTIZED MODES DUE
TO THE STRONG LATERAL CONFINEMENT 4HIS IS INDEED
OBSERVED IN FIGURE D	 WHERE THE CONFINED 0$MODE
IS OBSERVED FOR COLLECTION ANGLES UP TO  DEGREES AND
SHOWS NO DEPENDENCE OF ITS ENERGY ON THE ANGLE OF
OBSERVATION 4HE ANGULAR SPREAD OF THE MODE CORRES
PONDS TO A DIMENSION IN THE MOMENTUM SPACE WHICH
IS OBTAINED BY THE PROJECTION OF THE WAVE VECTOR K=
pi
λ
SINθ WHERE λ IS THE WAVELENGTH OF THE MODE AND
θ IS THE ANGLE TO WHICH THE CAVITY MODE EXTENDS TO
4HE &OURIER TRANSFORMATION OF THE MOMENTUM SPACE
ALLOWS US TO ESTIMATE A PHYSICAL DIMENSION OF ABOUT
µM FOR THE PHOTONIC DEFECT WHICH IS OF THE ORDER OF
MAGNITUDE OF THE LATERAL SIZE OF THE GOLD CONTACTS NEAR
THE %, DEVICE
&ROM THE COMPARISON OF THE DISPERSIONS IN
FIGURE  WITH THE HALFCAVITY %, SPECTRUMWE CONCLUDE
THAT FOR θ= ◦ BOTH - AND - HAVE ENERGIES LOWER
THAN THAT FOR 8 4HE RESONANCE CONDITION BETWEEN
THE CAVITY MODE AND THE EXCITON OR TRION LUMINES
CENCE DEFINES THE ANGLE AT WHICH THEMAXIMUM INTENS
ITY IS REACHED IN THE MICROCAVITY 4HIS RESONANT CON
DITION CAN BE MODIFIED BY CHANGING THE DEVICE TEM
PERATURE !S SHOWN IN FIGURE A	 FOR THE HALFCAVITY
DEVICE %, REDSHIFTS WITH INCREASING TEMPERATURE FOL
LOWING THE DECREASE OF THE 73E BANDGAP !T LOW
4 TWO DISTINCT %, PEAKS ARE OBSERVED CORRESPOND
ING TO 8 AND 8− AT HIGH AND LOW ENERGIES RESPECT
IVELY !BOVE  + THE 8− PEAK IS ONLY OBSERVED AS A
SHOULDER WHILE THE INTENSITY OF 8 GRADUALLY INCREASES
IN AGREEMENT WITH PREVIOUS REPORTS FOR 73E;=
4HE ANGLE AND TEMPERATUREDEPENDENCE OF THE %,
IN THE FULLCAVITY DEVICE IS SHOWN IN FIGURE B	 &OR
EACH REPORTED TEMPERATURE THE %, IS MEASURED AS A
FUNCTION OF THE ANGLE 4HEN THE INTEGRATED %, INTENS
ITY IS CALCULATED FOR EACH ANGLE AND IS NORMALIZED BY
THE MAXIMUM INTEGRATED %, VALUE IN THE GIVEN ANGLE
SCAN ! HORIZONTAL SLICE OF THE NORMALIZED %, DATA
IN FIGURE B	 CORRESPONDS TO A FULL ANGLE SCAN AT A
GIVEN TEMPERATURE 4HE STRONGEST %, IS OBSERVED AT THE
ANGLE WHERE THE -MODE IS IN RESONANCE WITH THE %,
MAXIMA OF 73E !T LOW 4 WHERE BOTH 8 AND 8−
PEAKS ARE STRONG THE ENHANCEMENT OF - INTENSITY
IS OBSERVED IN A BROAD ANGULAR RANGE  DEGREES
4HE RANGE WHERE ENHANCED %, IS OBSERVED NARROWS
AROUND  + WHERE THE %, MAXIMUM OF 73E COR
RESPONDING TO 8− IS REDUCED IN INTENSITY WHILE THE
8 PEAK STILL REMAINS RELATIVELY NARROW !S BOTH 8
AND 8− BECOME MUCH BROADER FOR 4  + THE
ANGULAR RANGE WITH HIGH CAVITY %, INTENSITY INCREASES
AGAIN -OREOVER THE ANGLE WHERE THE CAVITY %, MAX
IMUM IS OBSERVED GRADUALLY MOVES TO SMALLER VALUES
AS THE TEMPERATURE IS INCREASED AT ROOM TEMPERATURE
THE INTEGRATED %, INTENSITY REACHES THE MAXIMUM AT
AROUND ◦ 
4HEMICRO0, SETUP USED TO CHARACTERIZE THE HALF
CAVITY DEVICES HAS A LARGE .! OF  AND AS A RESULT ITS
COLLECTION EFFICIENCY IS≈ TIMES HIGHER COMPARED
TO THE ANGLERESOLVED SETUP AS FOLLOWS FROM THE RATIO
OF .! FOR EACH SETUP &IGURE  SHOWS A COMPARISON
OF THE %, SPECTRUM MEASURED IN A HALFCAVITY CONFIG
URATION NORMALIZED BY THE COLLECTION EFFICIENCY FACTOR
SOLID RED LINE	 WITH THE PEAK INTENSITIES OF MODES -
SQUARES	 AND - CIRCLES	 AS THEY SCANNED THROUGH
THE EMISSION ANGLE BEING IN RESONANCE WITH THE 8
PEAK AT AROUND ◦ AND ◦ RESPECTIVELY

$ -ATER  	 
&IGURE  %, INTENSITY AS A FUNCTION OF THE DETECTION ANGLE AND TEMPERATURE A	 4HE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE %, IN THE
HALFCAVITY CONFIGURATION ! REDSHIFT OF THE EXCITON ENERGY AND A LARGE INCREASE OF INTENSITY WITH INCREASING TEMPERATURE IS
OBSERVED !LL SPECTRA ARE MEASURED FOR A CURRENT µ! PASSING THROUGH THE DEVICE B	 4HE ANGLE DEPENDENCE OF THE INTEGRATED %,
INTENSITY IN A FULLCAVITY CONFIGURATION MEASURED FOR DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES 4HE INTEGRATED %, INTENSITY IN EACH ANGLEDEPENDENCE
FOR A GIVEN TEMPERATURE IS NORMALIZED SEE TEXT	
&IGURE  0EAK %, INTENSITY IN HALF AND FULLCAVITY DEVICES %, SPECTRUM MEASURED FOR A HALFCAVITY DEVICE AT  + FOR )= µ!
IS SHOWN IN RED NORMALIZED BY THE COLLECTION EFFICIENCY FACTOR CALCULATED FOR THE EMPLOYED OPTICAL SETUPS 4HE RESULTING SIGNAL
INTENSITY IS MULTIPLIED BY  0EAK INTENSITIES FOR - AND - MODE SPECTRA MEASURED AT DIFFERENT ANGLES ARE SHOWN WITH SQUARES
AND CIRCLES RESPECTIVELY
4AKING INTO ACCOUNT THAT THE CAVITY MODE %, IS
COLLECTED THROUGH A LOW .! LENS THEN THE RESULTS
OF FIGURE  SHOW AN ENHANCEMENT OF ≈ AND ≈
OF - AND - %, RESPECTIVELY COMPARED TO THE
HALFCAVITY %, 4HIS OBSERVATION CONSTITUTES A VERY
SIGNIFICANT NARROWING OF THE ANGULAR WIDTH OF THE

$ -ATER  	 
EMISSION PATTERN IN THE FULLCAVITY DEVICE AS SHOWN IN
FIGURES  AND  COMPARED WITH THE %, DEVICE PLACED
ON A $"2
4HE WEAKER EMISSION OF - MODE MAY OCCUR
BECAUSE OF THE ADDITIONAL REABSORPTION THAT LIGHT IN
THE - MODE EXPERIENCES DUE TO THE RESONANCE WITH
THE EXCITON TRANSITION IN THE 4-$/N THE OTHER HAND
%, OF THE -MODE OCCURRING DUE TO THE @WALKOFF  OF
THE EMITTED LIGHT OUTSIDE THE AREA OF THE DEVICE DOES
NOT SUFFER FROM SUCH REABSORPTION PROCESSES 4HE
SHAPES OF THE RESONANCES FOR THE TWO MODES ARE ALSO
QUITE DIFFERENT REFLECTING THE ADDITIONAL SUPPRESSION
OF THE - MODE IN RESONANCE WITH THE EXCITON TRANS
ITION DUE TO REABSORPTION AND THUS NONRADIATIVE
LOSSES DUE TO THE RELATIVELY LOW QUANTUM EFFICIENCY OF
73E 3UCH REABSORPTION PROCESSES ARE EXPECTED TO
BE WEAK FOR THE MODE IN RESONANCE WITH 8− WHICH
HAS A LOWER OSCILLATOR STRENGTH ;=
 #ONCLUSION
)N SUMMARY WE SHOW FOR THE FIRST TIME AN ELECTROLU
MINESCENTMONOLITHIC CAVITY BASED ON A LIGHT EMITTING
VAN DER 7AALS HETEROSTRUCTURE MADE FROM ATOMICALLY
THIN MATERIALS 7E FIND THAT THE PERFORMANCE OF THE
DEVICE IS FULLY PRESERVED AFTER THE TOP $"2 DEPOSITION
4HE LIGHT EMITTED FROM 73E IS COUPLED INTO TWO
NARROW CAVITY MODES ARISING FROM AREAS OF THE CAV
ITY CONTAINING THE 73E DEVICE AND OUTSIDE IT AS WELL
AS TO ADDITIONAL LOCALIZED MODES STEMMING FROM THE
PHOTONIC DEFECTS PRESENT IN THE STRUCTURE 4HE BRIGHT
CAVITY MODES SHOW VERY NARROW LINEWIDTHS LEADING TO
1FACTORS OF  AND  RESPECTIVELY 4HE CAVITY ALSO
PROVIDES AN INCREASED %, DIRECTIONALITY FOR THE DEVICE
SHOWING A PEAK INTENSITY ENHANCEMENT BETWEEN 
AND  TIMES AT THE ANGLE OF THE MAXIMUM EMISSION
7E SHOW THAT THE %, REABSORPTION IN THE DEVICE MAY
CAUSE REDUCED INTENSITY OF EMITTED LIGHT WHICH COULD
POSSIBLY BE OVERCOME BY IMPROVING THE QUANTUM EFFI
CIENCY IN 73E 4HE CAVITY %, CAN BE SPECTRALLY AND
ANGULARLY TUNED BY CHANGING THE ANGLE OF COLLECTION
OF LIGHT OR THE OPERATING TEMPERATURE RESPECTIVELY
WHICH ARE ADDITIONAL DEGREES OF FREEDOM FOR THE DEVICE
TUNABILITY &URTHER IMPROVEMENTS IN FABRICATION FOR
EXAMPLE THROUGH USING LARGER AREA MATERIALS COULD
IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF THE CAVITY MODE &UTURE DEVEL
OPMENTS SHOULD SEE INCORPORATION OF SEVERAL VER
TICALLY STACKED 4-$ MONOLAYERS SEPARATED BY THIN
H". LAYERS WHICH SHOULD ALLOW 4-$BASED VERTICAL
CAVITY SURFACEEMITTING LASERS 6#3%,S	 AND ELECTRIC
ALLY DRIVEN POLARITON DEVICES
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